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I) Introduction
 1) Welcome to The Green Conquest universe

Over the last decades, trimetium has enabled humanity to enter a new industrial area. A keen 
interest has followed…

This resource issued from a chemical reaction between tritium and methane, possesses proprie-
ties as extraordinary as dangerous. Indeed, the gas released by the trimetium is unbreathable and 
the adventurers willing to harvest the precious resource have to use gas masks equipped with a 
filtration device so heavy that is has to be transported by a vehicle.

As they are dangerous, the mining zones, situated in the heart of a marsh, have attracted all sorts 
of mercenaries with a thirst for wealth, from casual adveenturers to the most dangerous criminals. 
As could be expected, the situation has quickly gone awry. The mining areas have become lawless 
zones. Clans have emerged and are fighting for the control of the most profitable areas.

As the air is unstable and the risk of explosions heightened, no fire arms can be used, and the figh-
ting is done by vehicles akin to war machines. To make them more efficient in combat, the merce-
naries thought of transplanting the organs of mutant animals living in the marsh on the machines 
to make them perfectly adapted to the zone. Therefore, the poachers, mechanics, fightersand clan 
leaders have organized large-scale trafficking with one goal only: to create vehicles allowing them 
to dominate their enemies to gain control of the mining areas.

Within The Green Conquest, we invite you to create your clan by selecting vehicles that will allow 
you to become the masters of trimetium. But beware, participating in the fighting and guiding the
clan to victory is particularly dangerous… No mistakes will be allowed and your tactical genius
will be severely tested…If you believe you possess the self-control necessary to defeat your
adversaries, then welcome to the marsh!
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 2) Introduction to the game

Tactical but intuitive, The Green Conquest is a domination game that can be played by 2 to 4 
players on a squared board with 225 boxes. The goal is simple, you need to be the last player to 
have vehicles left on the board to win. All your opponents must have been eliminated.
How do you eliminate an opponent?
To eliminate an opponent, you have to destroy 4 out of their 5 vehicles. Just like in chess, you des-
troy a vehicle by ending your turn on the same square. However, since the pawns are vehicles, the 
speed at which they hit their opponents impacts how much damage is done. Therefore, you will 
have to attack with the maximum momentum to inflict maximum damage.

So, what is momentum?
It is simply the number of squares crossed by a vehicle on a straight line before encountering the
attacked opponent.

Different kinds of vehicles will be available. Each one will have its own characteristics: health points, 
movement points, attack factor (to be multiplied by the momentum to evaluate damage) as well as
one or a few special abilities. These special abilities are the heart of the game as they will allow you,
if combined effectively, to carry out the most powerful attacks, that is with the maximum
momentum.
To carry out these combos, each round 2 to 3 vehicles will be available for you (depending on the
positioning bonus).

Based on these special abilities, it is up to you to build a fearsome clan, by selecting 5 vehicles 
among the proposed set. Please note that the mechanic of the game is such that there is an infi-
nite number of combinations. Each player will have a different approach to the game, which will 
allow for unique and tactical rounds. 

There is no miraculous combination able to wipe out other enemy clans and your adaptive abilities 
as well as your tactical capacities will therefore be put tested to emerge victorious from the fights. 

Are you up for the challenge?
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II) Before going any further
 1) Goal of the game

The aim of the game is simple: to be the last player with vehicles on the playing board!

For that, all the opposing clans need to be eliminated from the game. A clan is eliminated when 
4 out of the 5 vehicles it owns have been destroyed. The last vehicle will automatically flee 
and the clan will be considered eliminated.

Therefore, your goal will be to destroy as many opponent vehicles as possible while keeping yours
alive so you can be the last player still possessing at least 2 vehicles.

 2) Elements of the game and installation

The miniatures and the rubber bands:

Each of your clan vehicle is materialized on the board by a miniature. A coloured rubber band 
is added around the bases of your miniatures so you can differentiate your vehicles from your 
opponents.

The vehicles cards:

Health points Movement 
points

Attack 
factor
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Each of the cards is associated with one of your combat vehicles.

We can find three elements:
 -The health points:

On the card, the health points are materialized by the following symbol:

You will also find hearts which represent the number of health points of the vehicle. The cards 
come with plastic hearts that you will have to put in place to materialize the health of each of your 
vehicles. When one of your vehicles gets damaged, you will take off the corresponding number of
hearts (see the example below)

 - The movement points: 
They represent the number of squares that the vehicle will be able to cover in one round of the 

game (see chapter 4 on the moves). They are materialized by this symbol:

 - The attack factor (see chapter 5 on attack)

The flyers :

Each player has at his disposal a flyer listing all the abilities of all the vehicles. This way if a player 
has a doubt, he does not have to interrupt the game. Some of the rules essential to the smooth 
playing of the game will be there as well.

The playing board :

This is where the game happens. It is made up of 225 squares. There are special squares that 
will be detailed in a dedicated chapter. (See chapter VII for the rules related to the playing board).



 3) Progress of the game

The Green Conquest is a game that can be played by 2 to 4 players. Each player owns his own 
clan. The goal is to be the last player on the playing board by eliminating all the adversaries. 

First step: the building of the clans:

The round starts by the building of the 
clans. For that purpose, each player will 
choose 5 vehicles among all those 
offered but it will be impossible to 
take two identical ones.

Advice:
For the games with 3 to 4 players, we re-
commend that each player in turn takes 
only one vehicle. You can then totally put 
yourself in the shoes of the clan leader 
aiming to enrol the best mercenaries of 
the Dreamare marshes before going to 
combat!

Second step: implementation

Once your clans are formed, you will put your own colour rubber bands on the base of your 
miniatures. Then you will only have to place your five vehicle cards in front of you with the hearts
representing health and the game will be able to start.

Third step: initial position

At the beginning of the game, the 5 vehicles will have to be placed in their camp. If the game 
has 2 players, the 2 camps will be on opposite sides.

Fourth step: the sequence of the rounds

The youngest person starts first and the hostilities can begin. The players play one after the other
clockwise.

The game mode with 3 players:
For the game with 3 players we suggest 
a coalition mode. The four clans around 
the board will form alliances. Two players 
(playing the clans on opposite sides) will play 
against the third player who will rule the two 
clans left. 

Notice: the 4 clans remain distinct. For exa-
mple, it will be impossible to play a vehicle of 
the red clan when it is the turn of the blue 
one to play, and that even if you are alone 
and you are ruling the reds and the blues!

The coalition game mode:
Just like the game for 3 players, the coali-
tion mode is also suggested for 4 players. In 
these games, two alliances will be created. 
Two players (playing the clans on opposite 
sides) will play against the two other players 
who will rule the two other clans. Notice: The 
4 clans remain distinct. For example, it will 
be impossible to play a vehicle of the red 
clan when it is the blue one’s turn, even if the 
red and blues are allies!
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III) The game turns

In his turn, each player will be able to play from 2 to 3 vehicles (to be able to play 3, he will have 
to benefit from a placement bonus by positioning a vehicle in the central zone, see chapter VII on 
the rules of the board).

Each vehicle will be able to move, attack, and use once each of its special abilities (see Chap-
ter IV, V, and VI for more information on moves, attacks, and special abilities).

Warning: the use of a vehicle must be done only once. The movement and use of the 
special ability cannot be interrupted by the use of another vehicle! From the moment 
you decide to play your second vehicle, it will be totally impossible for you to replay with 
the first one, even if you do not use all your travel points or special abilities.

When you have completed all the actions at your disposal (use of 2 to 3 vehicles, with each one 
of them moving and special ability) or that you consider that the actions you have carried out suit 
you, the next player starts his turn.

Passing your turn: In The Green Conquest, you will be able to pass your turn provided you
have no vehicle in your camp. In the opposite case, you must either move at least one of the
vehicles already out of the camp, or leave one of the vehicles in his camp.

IV) MOVEs

 1) The mode of displacement

All vehicles have travel points represented by the symbol : 
These move points define the maximum number of squares per turn that you can travel with a 
vehicle. This is a maximum number of boxes, which means that you can choose to end your move 
before this number of square is reached.

 2) Directions and directives

In The Green Conquest, movements are exclusively vertical and horizontal. There are no dia-
gonals one. It is also impossible to move in reverse. In addition, the vehicles will all have only 
two directions per turn. Thus, you will only be able to turn once in the trip. The moment you 
decide to turn is however completely free.
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As you will see later in Chapter V concerning the attacks, the orientation of vehicles is very impor-
tant. So when you change direction, it is very important that you also change the orienta-
tion of your vehicle. You will finish the movement of your vehicle keeping the orientation of 
its last direction.

On the other hand, at 
the beginning of the trip, 
the vehicle will be able to 
choose the direction in 
which it starts. It will even be 
possible to use a vehicle simply 
to rotate it on the spot without 
moving it (this vehicle will be 
considered played exactly the 
same way as a vehicle that has 
used MP and moved.)

Be careful, however, it is forbidden to rotate a vehicle at the end of displacement to change its 
orientation, even if it still has MP.

V) The attacks
 
	 1)	Attacks	operations	and	how	to	calculate	inflicted	damage

The attack is one of the peculiarities of The Green 
Conquest and it is at the base of all the strategies. 
Indeed, the very unstable atmosphere of the Drea-
mare marshes prohibits the use of firearms by 
combatants fighting for the trimetium ... 

They destroy the enemy vehicles by hitting 
them. During your moves, you can attack while 
driving on an opposing vehicle. This will re-
quire you to finish your move on the box 
of the enemy vehicle to inflict damage. 

(See Chapter IV for a better understanding of the moving possibilities).

Warning: the attack ends the move! You will have to wait for your 
next turn to be able to move a new time a vehicle that has just 
attacked.
Damages will then be calculated according to your momentum:
 - The momentum: This is the number of moved squares in a straight 
line before reaching the box of the opposing vehicle attacked. The boxes 

that will count to calculate the momentum will therefore be those between the last change of 
direction and the reaching of the square occupied by the attacked vehicle.
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 - To calculate the inflicted damage, a damage coefficient must be applied to the momen-
tum. It differs according to the vehicles and can be equal to either 1 or 1/2. The damage dealt 
by an attacking vehicle will therefore be equal to its momentum multiplied by its attack 
coefficient (x1 or x1 / 2).

Warning! In case of odd momentum to multiply by a damage coefficient of 1/2, it will 
round to the higher number to determine the sustained damage.

 2) Return to camp and latency trick

When you attack an opponent vehicle, it is immediately returned to his camp. The player who 
has suffered the attack can then place the vehicle on the box of his choice in his camp.

The vehicle that suffered the attack will be unavailable during the next turn. It cannot be 
moved or use its special ability for the next turn. This is called latency trick.

 3) Attacks and orientation

In The Green Conquest, the orientation of vehicles plays a vital role. Indeed, in case of attack, two
situations occur:

 - The attacked vehicle undergoes the side or back attack (the attacking vehicle arrives on 
the side or from behind the attacked vehicle): the attacked vehicle will be damaged and returned 
to its encampment.
 - The attacked vehicle undergoes the frontal attack (the attacking vehicle arrives frontally 
with the attacked vehicle): the attacked vehicle and the attacking vehicle will suffer identical 
damage and will be sent back to their respective camps. 

VI) Special abilities

 1)	Definition

Special abilities are “powers” assigned to the vehicles. Each vehicle has one or more special abili-
ties and these make up the main differences between the vehicles.

 2) Rules to use special abilities

During each round, you may only use the special ability once for each vehicle. It is therefore 
forbidden to use the same special ability twice in the same round.
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For example, by looking at the list of special abilites below (Part 4), if you use “The Trapper” and 
“The Octopus” vehicles, you may gain one vehicle from your opponent (while using The Octopus, 
check the Gameplay section), and set one trap (while using The Trapper).

 3) The line of sight principle

Some special abilites are under the line of sight principle.

What is a line of sight?

The line of sight represents the six squares in front of a vehicle. The special abilites under the line 
of sight principle, will therefore only have an impact on these six squares, and not ahead. Moreo-
ver, if an obstacle is placed on the line of sight, the line of sight is broken where the obstacle is 
placed and stops there (see chapter VII, Part 2 on obstacles).

 4) Special abilites of each vehicle

Important: You can also find the special abilites in your leaflet. So, if you are unsure 
about how to use one of the vehicles during the game, you can quickly check your 
leaflet in order to set up your strategy without interrupting the game.

The Scout
Special ability
Can run away instantly after having attacked an enemy. It will 
then have 4 MP.

Related Rules
- Cannot use its flight capacity to fight
- Cannot use the launch pad while running away
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The Ram
Special abilites
Has 2 special abilites:
- Can attack from the front without suffering any damage
- Its attacks push back opponents’ vehicles rather than 
sending them back to their camp. The vehicle which has 
sustained the attack will then be pushed back double the 
squares from The Ram’s attack.
These are the push squares.

Related Rules
- If a vehicle is pushed back against another vehicle (ally or 
enemy), they will both suffer the push damage and will be 
sent back to their camp.
- The push damage will equal the initial damage inflicted by 

The Ram on the pushed back opponent.
- If an enemy is pushed on to the springboard, it must jump and land at the same spot as if it would 
have taken it itself
- Push Damage also applies to obstacles (crossed squares, end of the game board)
- Camps are considered obstacles

Warning! When undergoing an attack (even from the front), The Ram will react like all 
the other vehicles! 

The Snake
Special abilites
Owns 3 special abilites:
- No direction restrictions when moving
- When The Snake reaches the edge of the game board, it 
automatically comes out on the opposite side.
- Poisons the attacked vehicles for the next round. This way, 
following the attack, during the next round, all the damage 
suffered by The Snake will also be suffered by the poisoned 
vehicles.

Related Rules
- After using the edge of the game board to teleport, The 
Snake may continue its move, but will not be able to attack, 
nor use the opponent’s camp to regenerate another vehicle 
(see chapter VII part 4 on camps) in the current round.
- The Snake cannot go through obstacle squares (camp squares and crossed-off squares)
- The edge of the game board is not considered an obstacle. If the Snake is pushed to the edge of 
the game board, it will re-appear on the other side.
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The Trapper
Special ability
Can put one or two traps on the battlefield. Like the size of 
a box, these traps can only be placed on a square that it has 
just taken.

Related rules
- Can set 1 trap per turn
- Can not have more than 2 traps at the same time on the 
battlefield. However, even with 2 traps already laid on the 
battlefield, The Trapper can still lay another trap where it 
wants while moving, by removing one of the two traps 
already laid.
- Calculation of trap damage: The damage of the traps are 
equal to the momentum of the vehicle that meets them. 
Usually, this momentum is caused by a imposed move 

caused by one of the vehicles allied to the Trapper.

The Glider
Special abilities
It has two special abilities:
- In its displacement, it can decide to jump over one or more 
squares. Thus, it will be able to cross over allied or enemy 
vehicles, and set traps without triggering them and on the 
barred squares.
- Can master its jumps after using the springboard. Thus, 
it has the ability to choose the square on which it will land 
after taking off, regardless of its momentum (1 to 4 spaces 
after the springboard, see chapter VII part 1 concerning the 
springboard).

Related rules
-During an imposed move caused by an opponent, it cannot 
choose to fly over squares.

The Tunneler
Special ability
Can exchange its position with any friendly vehicle.

Related rules
- The special ability of The Tunneler cannot be executed af-
ter moving.
- On the other hand, after using The Tunneler’s special abi-
lity, the two exchanged vehicles can move. They can then 
start their journey by choosing the departure direction.
-Exchanging positions also exchanges vehicle orientations 
(important if the vehicles exchanged do not move).
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- It is possible to exchange position with any allied vehicle, even if it is in its camp or under the 
influence of an enemy vehicle. By taking its position, The Tunneler is then exposed to the special 
ability of the opponent whose vehicle was the victim.

The Octopus
Special ability
May attract a vehicle (ally or enemy) lying in front of him wit-
hin 6 squares. This special ability allows The Octopus to po-
sition the vehicle drawn on the space of its choice between 
him and the initial position of the target vehicle.

Related rules
The special ability can be used either before or after the 
move is done. An interrupted move by the use of the special 
ability cannot be resumed.

The Hypnotist
Special ability
Can impose on a vehicle (ally or enemy) to follow its move-
ment. For that, it must pass in the line of sight of the targe-
ted vehicle (6 squares maximum in front of him). The vehicle 
will then be moved remotely by performing the same move-
ments as The Hypnotist while maintaining its original orien-
tation.

Warning: unlike The Octopus, The nightmare and The 
Shield, Do not place the vehicle in the line of sight of 
The Hypnotist to achieve the special ability but pass 
The Hypnotist in the line of sight of the target vehicle!

Related rules
-Allied vehicles moved by The Hypnotist are not considered 
a played vehicle. However, this vehicle will not be playable 

during the turn it has been moved.
- If a hypnotized vehicle encounters an obstacle, it will incur damages equal to its speed multiplied 
by its own attack coefficient.
- If this obstacle is another vehicle (ally or enemy), it will also suffer damages.

Warning: because of their special abilities, The nightmare enemy vehicles are unaffec-
ted by the power of The Hypnotist (see The Nightmare’s special ability).
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The Nightmare
Special ability
Can paralyze an opponent. This will render this vehicle inac-
tive and immobile. This special ability applies as long as the 
vehicle is within the line of sight of The Nightmare (6 spaces 
without obstacles).

Related rules
- By its paralyzing power, it is insensitive to special abilities 
and frontal charges.
-On the other hand, it is possible for a non-paralyzed oppo-
nent to cross and move across the line of sight, and even to 
The Nightmare.
- It is possible to release a vehicle under the influence of 
The Nightmare by finishing another vehicle between The 
Nightmare and the vehicle initially targeted. The vehicle thus 
placed becomes the new target of The Nightmare.
-The Nightmare can move to the vehicle it is paralyzing to attack it.

Warning:
-The Nightmare can be paralyzed by another Nightmare. If a vehicle is under its in-
fluence, it is then released.
-A vehicle under the influence of The Nightmare cannot move but can be moved by ano-
ther friendly or enemy vehicle.

The Shield
Special ability
Can protect an allied vehicle in line of sight (6 squares in 
front of him).

Special abilities
-Under the influence of The Shield, the protected vehicle will 
not be damaged (no traps, no throws, no thrusts, no jumps). 
It will not, however, be protected against special abilities that 
do not inflict damages.
- If a vehicle protected by The Shield is moved and brought 
to hit him, thrust damage will not be applied to either.

Warning: If a vehicle is pulled out of The Shield’s line 
of sight (or if this line of sight is cut off), it is likely to 
suffer damage during the same turn.
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VII) Set of rules for the game board

The game board is where the game is being played. There are 225 squares, some of which have 
particular rules, later detailed in this chapter.

 1) The springboard

In the center of the board, the well of extracting is used as the springboard. 

You will be able to use it to speed up your moving or crush opponents by landing on them.

When a vehicle takes the springboard square, it will automatically jump without spending 
any extra PM as many squares as its launch.

For example, a vehicle landing on the springboard square with 2 of launch will land 2 squares 
further without spending any extra MP.

Warning: this is a jump. So, vehicles using the springboard will fly over obstacles before
landing. 
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If the vehicle still hasn’t spent all its MP after landing, it can normally keep its moving. 
So, it will be even possible to change direction once if it hadn’t changed direction before jumping. 
Also, it will be possible to attack or use its special skills.

Nevertheless, after landing, the launch score is reset to 0 !

Warning: It is impossible to change direction on the springboard square ! 

If a vehicle is right on the square you land 
on, it will be directly destroyed, no mat-
ter its Health points and its orientation 
(if this is a front attack, the attacking vehicle 
won’t get damaged and the attacked one will 
be destroyed).

 2) Obstacles squares and the notion of obstacle

In The Green Conquest, the elements considered as obstacles are:
 
 the 4 obstacle squares
 the sides of the game board
 The Caps
 (The vehicles)

The obstacles are impassable (except if thanks to a jump with the springboard or for some 
vehicles, see special skills of The Glider and The Snake) and cut the sight lines. It is impossible to 
move by taking an obstacle square or a square occupied by an obstacle as well as using a special 
skills targeting a vehicle from the back of these squares.

Finally, in case of contact with an obstacle, damages are to be inflicted (see chapter VI for details 
about The Ram and The Hypnotist special skills).
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 3 . Central zone and placement bonus

A highly enriched trimetium zone is located in the center of the board. By taking one or several 
vehicles inside this zone you will be able to move an additional vehicle (the maximum number of 
vehicles allowed by rounds is three, even if all your vehicles are located within this central zone).

To benefit from the placement bonus, you have to be in either of these two situations:
 - A vehicle from your clan is located within the central zone at the start of your round. 
In this situation, even if the vehicle is taken out of the zone, the placement bonus will be saved for 
this round and you will be able to play 3 vehicles.
 - You end by taking one of your vehicles in the central zone. In that case, you will 
be given a bonus placement right away. Then you will be able to play this round with a total of 
3 vehicles.

 4) Camps

Camps are zones in which vehicles are placed at the start of the game. There are 4 and are 
located on the 4 corners of the board.

In its camp, a vehicle will be protected from any attack nor special skill from any oppo-
nent vehicle. However, it might get damaged by the special’s skills from vehicles of its 
own clan.

Also, it won’t be able to action any special skill from its camp but will be able to leave and 
directly attack by charging an opponent.

When a vehicle is out of its camp, it will be impossible to get back in. More generally, camps 
operate like obstacles for all vehicles that are on the board (and therefore outside their camp). 

No vehicle will be allowed to borrow squares from its camp nor from the opponents.

There are two exceptions to this rule:
 - Exception 1: As previously described in the chapter about attacks, when a vehicle 
gets damaged, it is sent back to its camp and will remain there for a round (latency round). 
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It’s the player with the attacked vehicle who chooses the camp square to be placed on. So, in this 
case, vehicles are asked to return to camp.
 - Regeneration: In The Green Conquest, each player has one and only one vehicle 
regeneration. To regenerate one of the vehicles, the player must get one of his vehicles in an op-
ponent’s camp in ACTIVITY (which means that the clan owning the camp must be present 
on the board. In the game, each player will be allowed to enter only once the opening 
camp and therefore will activate the regeneration of one of its vehicles. Warning, howe-
ver, the move of the vehicle entering the opening camp will be instantly interrupted. As any newly 
regenerated vehicle, it gets sent back to its own camp.
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